Springer Compact – New deal for BTH will pay for author processing charges
Since a few months back BTH and 31 other Swedish academies has a consortium agreement with Springer, negotiated through the BIBSAM Consortium. The agreement provides reading access to more than 2,000 of Springer’s subscription journals, as well as allowing all authors from participating institutions to publish open access in subscription journals that offer the Open Choice option.

List of Open Choice eligible subscription-based journals

Once an article has been accepted, Springer will contact the corresponding author for affiliation details etc. If you are successfully identified, you need to agree to the open access terms. After you have completed this process, Springer and your institution will verify your eligibility. If you have any questions about the verification process, or if you would like to check your eligibility, please contact Eva Norling at the library.

New version of Publishing Guidelines for BTH Researchers
A revised bilingual version of the publishing guidelines for researchers at Blekinge Institute of Technology is now available in print and on the web.


Distinguish Yourself - Get an ORCID id!
ORCID (Open Researcher & Contributor ID) provides a persistent digital identifier that distinguishes you from every other researcher. ORCID is now standard in the Swedish Research Council, application system Prisma and is starting to get widely used by funders in Europe and the US. ORCID can be included in DiVA. I recommend that you register at the ORCID homepage and then send your ID to: (peter.linde@bth.se). I will then add your ORCID id to all your publications in DiVA.

Register at: http://orcid.org/

Open data project started
Last year, Swedish National Data Service, in Gothenburg, started a pilot project together with GU, UU, LU, MAH and LTU in order to transfer competence to implement proper data management methods for handling, organizing, structuring and storing research data throughout the research process in the academies. Since September, this year, the BTH library and BTH researchers from the SNAC and the TRANS-FORM project are also engaged in this project.

Contact Peter Linde if you want to learn more.
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